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About Wayne Park University

The history of Wayne Park
University is rooted deep into the
past as one of the leading online
universities worldwide. The exciting
insights into some of the scholarly
activities, both past and present, of
the University's academics and
students have been a memorable
highlight in the history of online
universities.

Wayne Park University offers highly industry-responsive professional
online degree and non-degree programs to make you job-ready the
moment you graduate. And surprisingly, our quality higher education is
easily attainable and affordable.

WPU Milestones
Wayne Park University - Quality Higher
Education that Fits Most Lives and Budgets.
2000 Russell Arnold had an idea of

2006 The Wayne Park is awa

rded

2011 WPU is identified as the

reforming education experience and

as one of the top ranked online

University’s online Action Learning

make it flexible and attainable,

universities by the leading megazine
in USA.

curriculum as “highly distinctive,” ranking

establishes Wayne Park University
- an online Education Institution to train
professionals in their respective fields.

the U.S

2009 WPU launches a Master of
Social Entrepreneurship degree and a
Master of Finance degree. The University

2001 The Wayne Park University
is officially accredited by six major

it in the top five online MBA programs in

is ranked #3 in International online
universities by the renowned newspaper.

accreditation councils as recognized and

2013 Wayne Park becomes one
of the world’s largest ranked online
education Institute offering wide range of
degree and non-degree programs.

accepted online University Globally

2010 The Wayne Park is
recognized and added into prestigious

2003 The International News Forum

top 100 global MBA rankings by leading

With our exceptional faculty,
rigorous curriculum, and unique

adds Wayne Park University to its

newspaper. WPU has also been licensed

online learning network,

prestigious Top 100 Global rankings.

as online university in Middle East.

Wayne Park University is

offers highly industry-responsive
professional online degree and
non-degree programs to make you
job-ready the moment you graduate.

committed to educating not just
leaders of industry, but leaders
of the world.

WPU GLOBAL NETWORK
Our Legacy of providing a globally online relevant and practical education
has made us the world's top ranked online education university.

Wayne Park Student Body
Middle East Horizon

Middle East Countries
Saudi Arabia

15%

UAE

25%

Yemen

15%

Jordan

10%

Oman

8%

Kuwait

4%

Qatar

3%

3%
4%

Qatar

25%

Kuwait
Oman

8%
15%

Jordan
Yemen

10%
15%

UAE
Saudi Arabia

USA Disbursement
USA Regions
The Northeast

39%

The Middlewest

20%

The West

15%

The Southeast

15%

The Southwest

11%

11%

The Southwest

15%

39%

The Southeast
The West
The Middlewest

15%
20%

The Northeast

GLOBAL OUTREACH

39%

25%

North
America

Europe

12%
13% 17%
Asia
South
19%

Latin
America

Middle
East &
African

Asia

Pacific

WAYNE PARK UNIVERSITY
WPU is well-known for its diverse, inventive, and creative culture that
epitomizes high-tech innovation and the American Dream
At Wayne Park Universit y, we take pride in the

our students can live a fulfilling and prosperous

wide range and high quality of our teaching

life. Wayne Park University has made quality

programs. Our teaching gains strength and

education affordable and accessible to everyone

currency from our experienced faculty, strong

by offering a number of grants and scholarships.

industry links and our international nature;
Wayne Park University has a st rong regional and

All the degree, certificate and diploma programs

global engagement. We always strive to make

provided by Wayne Park a re accredited by

online education an enriching experience for our

renowned accrediting bodies such as ACFHE

students.

(Accreditation Commission for Higher Education).
It's an accomplishment for us to be recognized by

In developing new ideas and promoting lasting

ACFHE as this accreditation body is a mark of

knowledge we are creating an academic

quality and supremacy and signifies legality.

environment where outstanding students and

This affiliation with ACFHE makes us eligible to

scholars from around the world can be inspired to

award degrees to students globally.

excel in their programs of study and research.

WPU Propositions

Partnerships with both local and global
communities allow Wayne Park University to

Adept Faculty Worldwide

share knowledge, debate and research outcomes.

Study at ease
24/7 Assistance

Wayne Park has endeavo red to bring a positive

Do it All Online

change to our society together with its faculty and

Recognized Globally

students by imparting valuable knowledge so that

The two most important aspects of Wayne Park for me
were the tutorial system, which provides unparalleled
intellectual stimulation and training, from which both
students and tutors benefit; and the colleges which provide
intellectually indispensable and socially valuable
multidisciplinary communities
JOHN MATHEWS
MBA, CLASS’14

WORLDWIDE
FACULTY
Our expertise is what sets us apart from
other online universities. Specialists in their
fields, our instructors come from different
parts of the world and share knowledge
using WPU's state-of-the-art digital tools.
With loads of teaching experience over the
years, WPU's Global faculty has the
skills to teach students online, address via
live video lectures, prepare digital learning
collateral, create online evaluations and a lot
more. As most of our instructors are PhD's,
the learning is at its best at Wayne Park
University
MIKE ROSS - MANAGING DIRECTOR,
Wayne Park University

STUDY AT EASE
The People who have started working, job becomes their first priority. That's the
reason why most working adults find it hard to continue education. But we at
WPU have a different plan for you that enables you to study when you
want, where you want. With our self-paced online programs, you study from
home, work or anywhere else at any time of the day.
HARVEY JOHNSON
MSC, CLASS'13

WPU Advantages
24/7 Assistance
WPU student and alumni
counselors are always there
to assist you.If you have any
queries, you can contact our
counselors and get them
resolved. Student counselors
are available at all times to
resolve student's uncertainty.
Even after you graduate, our
team of alumni support will
be there to help you embark
on your professional life.

Do It All
Online:
Enrollment,
examination
and Much
More

Embraced
and
recognized
Worldwide

With Wayne Park

will be embraced by top

University’s online

employers and institutions.

programs, you don’t have

To ensure you get the best

to compromise on your

of WPU education, we

personal and professional

have obtained

commitments to arrange

memberships of some of

time for studies. Forget the

the world's top digital

queues and paperwork the

learning regulating bodies

traditional institutions have

such as AAACE. Besides that,

always required you to do.

we're continuously striving

Enter the digital world of

to enhance WPU's

learning with WPU's online

educational experience by

programs where everything

upgrading our programs

from enrolling to getting

and incorporating the best

your degree is just a click

of today's technology.

away.

Wherever in the world you
go, your WPU education

Where Do Our
Graduates Work
Your WPU journey continues long
after you graduate.
As a member of WPU‘s Alumni
Association, you will have access
to a global network, continuous
educational opportunities, and
multiple ways to connect with
fellow alumni.

10

TOP
Employers
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Ernst & Young
Procter & Gamble
Accenture
Deloitte Consulting
KPMG
Philips
Santander
BNP Paribas
Credit Suisse

“WPU is a trusted Online education partner.
Graduates bring with them a tons of
cutting-edge Industry knowledge, but most
importantly, the empirical business know-how.
Thanks to WPU’s hands-on curriculum, WPU
graduates are ready for job from day one.”

Over

450,000
Alumni
Professional
Network
around the
world

The international and professional
diversity of WPU student body
makes it an excellent source of
global industry talent. We are
taking the opportunity to look for
matches based on our
multinational clients’ needs.

Breaking Geographical
Thresholds
To thrive at university, it is very crucial to enjoy life beyond classrooms,
these WPU netwroks are devised to connect you from the moment
you register.
Global Outreach

Wide Array of Choices

To get WPU Education, you need to

WPU offers you wide range of program

appear at a certain specified place. You

prospects; you're not limited with the

can find us everywhere! No matter which

study options at WPU University. After

time zone of the globe you belong to, you

thorough industry research spanning

can log on to WPU Website, sign up and

years, we have developed programs in

become a student in an instant. It's our

today's most in-demand fields of study.

global outreach that makes us WPU

So whether it's an MBA or a Bachelor's

University the first choice of working

degree in any program you're looking for,

adults and jobseekers worldwide. Our

you're most likely to find it on WPU's

students and instructors come from all

comprehensive list. As our programs are

over the world, exchanging their expertise

made to be profession- friendly,

and local knowledge, making WPU a truly

education in any of our 16 fields of study

trusted global phenomenon.

could mean a potential career growth for
you. And that could only be the start of
your success.

Jonson Alex
Home country: USA
Studied: jounalism
To get involved, I took online classes to
see what it is like.I’m also a big
fan of online education, this way I was
able to keep a balance between my
personal and professional life. It’s a very
good chance to catch up with
friends and the Peer Networkers you
meet during online Orientations!

Develop a passion for
learning. If you do,
you will never cease to
grow.

Want to become an WPU Graduate?
Call us on 1-888-506-3324

Email Us: info@wayneparkuniversity.com

WAYNE PARK
UNIVERSITY

